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Using the Linac Coherent Light Source facility at the Stanford Linac Coherent Light Source National
Accelerator Laboratory, we have observed x-ray scattering from iron compressed with laser-driven shocks to
earth-core-like pressures above 400 GPa. The data show cases where melting is incomplete and we observe
hexagonal-close-packed crystal structure at shock compressed densities up to 14.0 g cm−3 but no evidence of a
double-hexagonal-close-packed crystal. The observation of a crystalline structure at these densities, where shock
heating is expected to be in excess of the equilibrium melt temperature, may indicate superheating of the solid.
These results are important for equation of state modeling at high strain rates relevant for impact scenarios and
laser-driven shock-wave experiments.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.2.033366
I. INTRODUCTION
Iron is the stable product of nuclear burn in massive stars
and thus highly abundant on many planets in and outside
our solar system. The earth’s core and mantle are of course
the best studied cases of iron dominated by its high-pressure
properties. The position of the melting transition between the
solid inner core and the liquid outer core determines the inner
structure of the planet and the generation of its magnetic
field and also restricts the abundance of light elements in the
core. To reach these extreme conditions, shock-wave experi-
ments are commonly applied, often with optical diagnostics.
Here we report on such an experiment but additionally we
have observed x-ray scattering from the sample shortly after
the shock wave created pressures in excess of 400 GPa. The
data include cases of incomplete melting and we observe
a hexagonal-close-packed (hcp) crystal structure at densities
up to 14 g cm−3, but no evidence of the predicted double-
hexagonal-close-packed (dhcp) structure. As shock heating
is in excess of the equilibrium melt temperature, these data
demonstrate important timescale effects during the phase
changes: We propose superheating of the solid and a slow
transition into a new lattice as an explanation. These re-
sults have important implications for the interpretation of
experiments and modeling of matter at high strain rates. Our
Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license. Further
distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s)
and the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.
experiments show that even at nanosecond timescales, both
solid-solid and melting phase changes do not occur as indi-
cated in equilibrium equations of state tables. Thus, typical
laser-driven shock-wave experiments might indicate wrong
structural and thermodynamic results when being interpreted
under the equilibrium assumption. Moreover, the modeling
of impact events must also consider the dynamics of phase
changes.
It is widely understood that the extreme pressures and
temperatures in planetary cores (P > 100 GPa and T > 104 K
for earth) create complex states characterized by strongly
interacting particles, partially degenerate electrons, and partial
(unknown) ionization [1–5]. Understanding the thermody-
namic properties of such matter requires detailed knowledge
of its structural state. Modeling these properties presents
significant theoretical challenges in particular close to phase
boundaries. Experimentally, the required high pressures can
often only be reached dynamically, which raises the question
of equilibration times and sufficiently stable states for prob-
ing.
Due to high abundance in the cores of earth and earthlike
planets, iron is of particular interest in geosciences and both
static compression and shock-wave experiments have been
used to explore the equation of state and melting at high pres-
sure [6–18]. It is expected that shock melting begins at about
220 GPa and is complete by 280 GPa [8,9]. A phase change
from bcc to hcp occurs in both static and shock compression
at a relatively modest pressure of ∼13 GPa [10–12]. Further
phase changes have been discussed for both shock [13,14] and
static compression [15,16]. In particular, a transition from hcp
to dhcp has been reported [16,17], as well as stability of the
bcc structure at earth core conditions [18] and stability of the
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γ (fcc) phase for highly compressed iron [19,20]. As these
phase changes are predicted to occur at extreme conditions,
intense nanosecond duration lasers are commonly used to
reach the required shock pressures. We have carried out such
an experiment and added x-ray diffraction as a diagnostic
to directly observe the microscopic structure of the states
created. Our data highlight the fact that phase changes may
not be completed even on a nanosecond timescale and that the
dynamics of the process may be of great importance for the
interpretation of experimental data from shock-compressed
matter.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
In this work, our x-ray-scattering measurements were
taken on samples of warm dense iron created using laser-
driven shock compression at the Matter in Extreme Condi-
tions (MEC) end station of the Linac Coherent Light Source
(LCLS) x-ray free-electron laser [21,22]. The target samples
were polycrystalline iron foils of 10.2 ± 0.3 µm thickness
and coated with 5.0 ± 0.1 µm of CH on one side. Ion beam
milling of foil samples followed by scanning electron mi-
croscopy of the sample cross section indicates micron-sized
crystallites with no significant porosity. The two optical laser
beams of the MEC end station (527 nm) were focused with
the use of random phase plates to a focal spot of either 100-
or 50-µm nominal diameter onto the CH-coated side of the
samples (See Fig. 1). The optical pulse shape rose in about
0.5 ns with a FWHM of 1.6 ns peaking at an intensity of
2 × 1013 W cm−2 (100-µm spot shot) before falling off over
0.5 ns. The LCLS beam was focused with a Be lens to a spot
of 20 µm diameter and centered on the optical focal spot.
Monitoring of the overlap during the experiment on several
test shots (see [23]) indicated that the centers of the optical
and x-ray spot were coincident to better than 20 µm.
A velocity interferometer system for any reflector (VISAR)
monitored the shock breakout from the rear of the samples.
Figure 1(c) shows a typical VISAR data image. Approxi-
mately 20% of the laser energy is diffracted by the phase
plate, outside the central spot region to form a lower in-
tensity pedestal. Coupled with refraction in the CH plasma
and some lateral shock spreading, this causes the affected
region to be a little wider than the main 100-µm focal spot
size. The shock breakout was accompanied by a sudden drop
in reflectivity associated with the heating and decompres-
sion of the rear surface, which produces a highly absorb-
ing plasma layer. The principal diagnostic of the scattered
x rays was the Cornell-SLAC hybrid pixel array detector
(CSPAD) 560 K [24].
III. RESULTS
Figure 2 shows raw data images from the CSPAD for two
shots taken with the 100-µm focal spot. We start with this
case because the ratio of the focal spot size to target thick-
ness allows meaningful comparison with a one-dimensional
hydrodynamic code to estimate expected shock velocity and
probed density. The smooth bcc diffraction lines seen in
Fig. 2(a) are in fact also present in Fig. 2(b) but are less
visible and are in all shots. In situ testing confirmed that this
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental arrangement. The
LCLS beam (solid red line) passes through the samples at an angle of
24◦ to the target normal with a 20-µm diameter. The optical beams
are incident on the target at an angle of 16◦ on either side of the target
normal. (b) Focal spot image of the beams with the 100-µm phase
plate. (c) VISAR data showing breakout when using the nominal
100-µm phase plate. The central 100-µm region is overall relatively
flat (see the text for a discussion of the width of the shocked region).
(d) Oscilloscope trace of the optical pulse shape.
is caused as the beryllium lens scatters a small portion of
the beam (∼1%) into a millimeter-sized region of cold foil
surrounding the main focal spot. In Fig. 2(b) we also note
brighter, spotty bcc features that are seen when we probe
just ahead of shock breakout and there is a small amount
of unshocked iron ahead of the main x-ray beam. These
features serve as additional calibration of our angle scale on
each shot.
We see complete melting in Fig. 2(a) with the expected
liquid-type diffraction feature which can be described with
density functional theory (DFT) molecular dynamics (MD). In
Fig. 2(b) complete melting has not occurred and we see strong
evidence that a significant portion of the probed volume is in
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FIG. 2. (a) Raw diffraction data for shock melted iron. The probe time was ∼40 ps before shock breakout. (b) Data for a shot similar to that
in (a) with a probe time of 170 ps ahead of shock breakout. The labeled arrows indicate lineouts shown below. (c) Two lineouts of the melted
shot in (a) showing good consistency as a check on the image processing. The data are fitted with a DFT simulation with the electron-ion
correlation term calculated in two ways as described in the text. (d) Lineouts indicated in (b). The hcp (001) features are closely coincident
with the bcc (110) reflection.
the hcp crystalline phase. The densities assigned to individ-
ual hcp diffraction features range from 10.3 to 11.0 g cm−3.
Figure 2(c) shows a lineout of the liquid diffraction feature
from Fig. 2(a). We have modeled the data using ab initio DFT
MD simulations. The structure may be understood as that of a
strongly coupled one-component plasma with ion charge state
Z = 8 and degenerate Yukawa-type screening of the ion-ion
interaction (see the Supplemental Material [23]). Fitting to
the experimental data gives a best fit to the average density
of (10.6 ± 0.3) g cm−3 with a temperature of 104 ± 0.2 ×
104 K. The error bars are estimated by performing least-
squares fits to a series of DFT MD simulations, adjusting the
scaling constant between experiment and simulation in each
shot to minimize the least-squares sum. This is similar to the
density range seen from the crystalline features in Fig. 2(b). In
Fig. 2(d) we see lineouts of the unmelted case. The hcp (001)
feature is closely coincident with the bcc (110) in this case but
is distinct from it in other data shots. Analysis of both VISAR
channels (discussed below), including camera jitter, indicates
that for the fully melted case (shot 169) we have breakout
at 1.04 ± 0.04 ns. The probe time was set to 1.0 ns. For the
incompletely melted case (shot 39), breakout was similarly
estimated as 1.07 ± 0.04 ns and probing was at 0.9 ns. In
Fig. 3 we see average intensities for the fringes for the VISAR
data of Fig. 2, illustrating how there is little discernible
difference in the shock breakout time for the two cases.
For data taken with 50-µm focal spots, we expect stronger
nonplanar behavior, mostly as a result of the much longer
033366-3
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the average fringe intensity from the
VISAR diagnostic for the two shots shown in Fig. 2. There is little
discernible difference in the breakout time recorded for these two
shots.
scale length of the CH plasma but also the smaller ratio of
spot size to target thickness. However, as seen in Fig. 4, we
were able to collect clear data showing higher density for
shots both with melted and with crystalline iron. For unmelted
or partially melted iron we see the hcp phase with features
indicating densities between 12.7 and 14.0 g cm−3 and the
melted shot can be fitted using DFT MD to a density of
(13.0 ± 0.5) g cm−3. The temperature best fit is 1.5+0.3
−0.1 ×
104 K. The unmelted shot is for early probing 0.6 ns before
shock breakout. Similar data for probing closer to shock
breakout are shown in the Supplemental Material [23]. Our
fits and error bars, in the liquid case, refer to the estimate of
the average density; stronger lateral gradients mean that there
is evidence of a wider range of densities than for the larger
focal spot data.
IV. HYDRODYNAMIC SIMULATION
We have performed a hydrodynamic simulation of shot
169 [Fig. 5(a)] with the HYADES code [25] using the SESAME
equation of state 2140 for iron [26]. At the probe time,
the simulated shock front has a density ∼13.5 g cm−3 and
velocity of 11.5 km/s at the time of breakout. Although
we expect to be probing off-Hugoniot states, as a point of
reference, we note that, for a 400-GPa shock, the Hugoniot
from the SESAME equation of state used agrees with published
Hugoniot data [13] to better than 2% in shock velocity and
better than 4% in density. The simulated averaged density
in the iron is 11.7 g cm−3, about 10% higher than our DFT
fit, which may be due to some small lateral shock spreading.
Although there is variation in compressed density through the
Fe sample, the simulation predicts that most of the target is
within ±10% of the average density. The simulated shock
front temperature is 1.3 eV (15 000 K), which is higher than
our DFT fit. However, both temperatures are well above
the expected equilibrium melt temperature for this pressure
range [27–29]. The simulated temperature is higher behind the
shock front as the shock at this point is decaying from a peak
simulated pressure close to 10 Mbar which occurs as the shock
enters the iron at around 400 ps after the start of the optical
laser pulse. This is an important point as we probe the whole
volume of the iron and due to the decaying shock expect our
conditions at the time of probing to be off the Hugoniot away
from the region where the equation of state is usually tested
against experiment.
In Fig. 5(b) we show a plot in density-pressure space of
the states we access in the data shown above. The density and
temperature from the DFT fits gives us the pressure. As we
can see, we are probing states at pressures above the Hugoniot
for the given density. This is expected from the hydrodynamic
simulation where the shock has decayed from much higher
pressures at the time of probing, leaving a higher temperature
behind the shock front.
V. DISCUSSION
As we have seen above, we see a mixture of melting in
some cases and nonmelting in others, despite no obvious dif-
ferences in irradiation conditions between shots. The identifi-
cation of the crystalline features means that we assign a range
of densities to the features that is broadly consistent with
both the liquid cases and simulation where this is appropriate.
Other identifications of the diffraction features do not allow
this and hcp is a known phase of compressed iron. It is known
that the hcp phase can be generated rapidly as discussed, for
example, by Hawreliak et al. [30], who reported it to be on a
picosecond timescale, much shorter than the approximately
0.5-ns rise time of our laser. In fact, in previous work on
nanosecond shock compression of iron at pressures up to
170 GPa, the hcp phase was observed in x-ray-diffraction
measurements [31].
A possible explanation for our data may be the known phe-
nomenon of superheating [32–37], in which the probability of
melting nucleation in the small volume shocked depends on a
normalized energy barrier. The degree to which a solid may
be superheated above the equilibrium melting temperature
[34] is a function of the energy barrier required as well as
a weak function of the heating rate. Luo and Ahrens [34]
showed that, for iron, a maximum superheating of around 25%
above the equilibrium melt temperature is expected at our
heating rates of ∼1013 K s−1. This result can be obtained using
thermodynamic parameters for iron under ambient conditions,
but Luo and Ahrens gave arguments to show that the result
should hold for our pressure regime [37]. Thus, we can expect
to be able to reach ∼9000 K before melting, based on an
equilibrium melt temperature of ∼7000 K for our shock
compressed pressure [27–29]. This is broadly consistent with
the temperature seen in the DFT fits to the melted shot data for
Fig. 2. Evidence of superheating has been reported previously
for shocked Fe [37] and other materials [32], based on optical
emission data.
It is not possible to have a direct measure of the tem-
perature from the crystalline hcp features under these con-
ditions. However, for the data in Fig. 2, the shock break-
out times and densities observed are consistent between the
melted and partially melted cases and both are consistent with
the simulated values where shock speeds in Fe are above
10 km s−1 and thus consistent with pressures above 300 GPa.
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FIG. 4. Data for the 50-µm optical focal spot. (a) Shock breakout is 1.0 ns and probing at 0.8 ns. We see a liquid Fe sample that can
be fitted to 13 g cm−3. (b) The shock breakout is 1.1 ns and probing is at 0.5 ns. There are clear hcp diffraction features noted. The Bragg
positions of the various features indicate density ranging from 12.7 to 14.0 g cm−3 with a mean and standard deviation of 13.4 ± 0.5 g cm−3.
We can see that there appears to be three distinct groups of features. (c) DFT simulation of the data in (a) showing a fit to 13.0 g cm−3 and
1.5 × 104 K. The fit is not as close as for the lower density shot. This is most likely due to the smaller focal spot, meaning that nonuniformity
in the conditions probed start to become more significant. (d) Lineouts as indicated in (b). We can see several hcp features identified along
with angle and inferred density. The range of densities is compatible with the expected range from simulation. The faint diffraction features at
lower angles are due to the third-order LCLS beam at 21 keV.
Furthermore, the densities seen in Fig. 4 are above the ex-
pected density of 12.6 g cm−3, for shock melting on the Hugo-
niot [13]. Since the shock heating expected along the Hugo-
niot rises more rapidly with pressure than the equilibrium melt
temperature, it is clear that we are well above the equilibrium
melt temperature, since we are able to observe shock melting
at the lower-intensity shock drive of the first set of data
in Fig. 2.
In this work we have direct structural evidence from the
bulk of the sample that shows us not only that there is a
crystalline structure but that it is hcp, which is an expected
phase change for relatively low shock pressure. We do not
see evidence for dhcp, which has been reported as a solid-
solid phase change [16,17] closer to 200 GPa. Rethfeld et al.
[38] calculated the homogeneous nucleation time for different
materials for iron under ambient conditions. These data allow
us to estimate that the nucleation time, for 25% superheating,
is well above the nanosecond level, but there is a rapid depen-
dence on the level of heating. We note that our experiment was
carried out with polycrystalline samples and that future work
033366-5
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FIG. 5. Hydrodynamic simulation of shot 169 using the HYADES
radiation-hydrodynamics code using the measured pulse shape and
energy. The code uses multigroup diffusion for radiation transport in
35 groups logarithmically spaced from 0.01 to 15 keV. The ionization
model is Thomas-Fermi and the SESAME equation of state 2140 for
Fe is used. We have also plotted the pressure profile at an earlier time
(0.75 ns) to illustrate the fact that the shock pressure is decaying
and that the whole of the target is subjected to shock pressure and
temperature well in excess of what is expected to be required for
melting. In the figure, we have only included the Fe layer as that
is by far dominant in the scattering. (b) Relative positions of our
data compared to the shock Hugoniot. The decaying shock means
we are probing the measured densities at temperatures in excess of
the equivalent shock temperature on the Hugoniot.
should investigate the role of the crystallite boundaries in
nucleation by comparing data to data taken with single
crystals.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have observed x-ray scattering from iron
under shock compressed conditions where completion of
melting would be expected. The data have two significant
outcomes. First, it suggests that superheating might be a
key phenomenon in our experiment and we have observed
this, not through observing optical emission and inferring a
temperature as in previous work [32,36], but by direct ob-
servation of the shock compressed crystal structure. Second,
we have seen no evidence of dhcp or another solid crystalline
phase beyond the bcc-hcp phase change. Such a further phase
change has been reported by others for static compressions
and for longer timescales in shock experiments. Our results
indicate that there is more work that can be done to explore
the implementation of equations of state for hydrodynamic
modeling of laser-driven shocks and high-pressure impact
scenarios on nanosecond timescales. This may mean that the
application of nansosecond-duration shock drive techniques in
attempting to reproduce conditions of relevance for planetary
and geosciences may, depending on the particular case, need
careful consideration.
Supplemental data are available via [39].
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